PRO WEBCAM

PRO WEBCAMS FROM
LET

MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS

Home office, Live Streaming, Online Courses, Team Video Conferencing - as the mobile office, or the workplace that has moved home, definitely you need a professional webcam - LL1 Series Webcams.

Just simply Plug and Play! The LL1 USB Pro Webcams (UA0377/UA0378/UA0379/UA0381/UA0384) with
crystal-clear Full HD 1080p quality provide crisp images and video resolution at 1920x1080 pixels up to 30 fps.
Automatic low-light correction captures clear images even in dim areas. Enjoy high-definition in every environment.
*The specifications and pictures are subject to change without prior notice.
*All trade names referenced are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.

PRO WEBCAM
With built-in upgraded dual noise canceling digital microphones and an audio processing chip, you capture
your voice in rich stereo audio that also reduces annoying background noise. Additionally, they come with a
universal clip on the Webcam to fit to any laptops or LCD monitors as well as with, a 1/4 inch hole on the
bottom for tripod mounting.
LogiLink Webcams are compatible with Windows 7/8/10 and above, Mac OS 10.6 and above, Linux
2.4/2.6 and above. It supports social media and gaming such as Zoom, Teams, OBS, Facebook, YouTube,
Xbox one, XSplit, Skype, Twitch and more to provide you the perfect video conferencing solution.
All LL1 USB Webcam provide the following main functions:
Auto Exposure (AE)
Auto White Balance (AWB)
Auto Flicker Correction
Color Correction
Gamma Correction
Dark Level Compensation
Auto Edge enhancement
Automatic frame rate adjustment when exposure in low
light environments
Built-in dual noise reduction microphones
360° rotation left/right and 90° tilt forward/backward
Versatile mounting options – fitting on to laptop/LCD
monitor/tripod
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Auto low light correction

PRO WEBCAM

The LL1 Conference USB Webcam UA0377 with an 8-layer
coating lens in combination with a very wide 120° angle of view
and f-number of 2.0 ensures the ideal picture compositions. It is
perfect for large spaces or groups.
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The LL1 USB webcam UA0378 with a 100° angle of view,
f-number of 2.2 and a 6-layer coating lens that provide
business professionals with a truly powerful webcam.
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The LL1 Pro USB webcam UA0379 with an 80° angle
of view, f-number of 2.0 and a 6-layer coating lens
and real time autofocus enables you to capture
razor-sharp high-definition video in every environment.
It also comes with a privacy cover that allows you to
securely control what your video displays at all times.
Easily slide the webcam cover open when needed and
close it when not in use. This is high quality webcam
maintains great sound and video quality while giving
you peace of mind. Great for individuals, families,
groups, companies, organizations and governments.
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PRO WEBCAM
The LL1 Privacy USB webcam UA0381 with a 96°
angle of view, f-number of 2.2 and a 6-layer coating
lens and and comes with a privacy cover that allows
you to securely control what your video displays at all
times. Easily slide the webcam cover open when
needed and close it when not in use. This webcam
not only provides business professionals with a truly
powerful webcam, but also maintains great sound and
video quality while giving you peace of mind. Great for
individuals, families, groups, companies, organizations
and governments.
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The LL1 Stream USB webcam UA0384 with a 76° angle
of view, real time autofocus and is functionally designed
with a 3-level adjustable light. The 5x digital zoom
control enables you to not only capture razor sharp
high-definition video but also deliver different
lighting requirements for streaming, particularly in the
dark environments. It’s widely compatible with the most
popular streaming platforms like OBS and XSplit. It
comes with built-in dual microphones with noise
cancellation for crystal and clear audio, making it the
perfect cam for video recording, conferencing and
streaming live broadcasts.
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